2021 Year in Review

2021 was a year of extremes. To quote Franklin
D Roosevelt, ‘A smooth sea never made a skilled
sailor’ and 2021 certainly couldn’t be described
as a smooth sea! Unable to open until the 17 May,
far later than predicted, The Deep suffered severe
financial loss in the first 5 months of the year, a
result of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. Some last
minute financial assistance from the Government’s
Zoo Support scheme however, allowed The Deep
to cross the finish line and reopen. Once again, we
were overwhelmed with visitor support as they
returned to The Deep and the Crew hit the ground
running, just like starting from day one again. The
Crew who had steered the ship throughout the
pandemic could begin to see dawn breaking on the
horizon; the work of ‘skilled sailors’ indeed.
As the year continued we were able to see beyond
the daily actions of operating The Deep. This
‘Year in Review’ documents those actions as we
journeyed through 2021 regaining strength. Our
achievements are of course as a result of many, and
we are continually indebted to our visitors, friends
and partners who have helped us through a second,
very challenging year.
We enter 2022, our new strategy period and our
20th anniversary year, with renewed vigour to
achieve even more in every aspect of our operation,
and importantly, for the survival and health of the
natural world.
Katy Duke, CEO

WHO WE ARE:
the deep is a
conservation and
education charity
rooted in hull.
OUR MISSION:
to create a deeper
understanding and
enjoyment of the
world’s oceans and
inspire positive change
for their survival.

EXHIBITION & CULTURE
r.mcl live from the deep

Richard McLester performed the first ever music
event from the nose cone in April. This Conical
Sphere production was streamed live for free and
included dramatic cinematic and drone shots of
The Deep and Hull city’s skyline at sunset. Having
created fabulous engagement with supporters
during lockdown, it has now had nearly 5,000 views.

erin ledsom embroidery

Erin Ledsom, graduate of the prestigious Royal
College of Needlework, created a seven piece
collection of traditional hand embroidery featuring
some of Hull’s best known landmarks and objects.
Within its 3rd Floor art exhibition space, The Deep
showcased Erin’s embroidery of the iconic Deep
building.

national poetry day

Working in partnership with local author Christina
Gabbitas, an ocean-themed poetry competition
celebrated National Poetry Day. Over fifty entries
were received from children, adults, families and
schools. Prizes of books and tickets were awarded
and the winning poems were shared and celebrated
for all to enjoy.

pride in hull

The Deep welcomed the Pride in Hull flag during
its tour of the city in July, helping to celebrate the
LGBT+ community with friends and allies.

play chess festival

The Hull and District Chess Association launched
the city’s first Play Chess Festival at The Deep,
with Grandmaster Matthew Turner playing twenty
simultaneous games. Even the divers were
inspired to set up a board underwater!

Richard McLester coming Live from the nose cone!

five fathoms spirits

Local distiller Five Fathoms Spirits launched a
20th anniversary commemorative gin for The
Deep. Distilling from their base near the Humber
Estuary, Five Fathoms traditionally create spirits
that reflect a journey across land and sea, to
capture the essence of the timeless flow of the
tides and unite it with botanicals from across the
globe.

Pride in Hull visits The Deep.

“My distillery and the spirits that emerge there
should connect with the Maritime history of the
Humber Estuary and with my own history and
bond with the sea.” Emma Davison, Five Fathoms
Spirit

mighty pens young
writer award

Mighty Pens and The Deep challenged 4-18 year
olds to write short stories inspired by the oceans
and the animals that live in them. This creative
writing competition attracted over 100 entries, with
winners chosen by The Deep and guest judge, actor
and writer Paul Chuckle.

Just a splash of gin!

One of the 2021 Poetry Competition winners!

eleanor tomlinson art

Award winning East Yorkshire artist Eleanor
Tomlinson created hand painted artwork inspired
by The Deep. Eleanor’s designs now feature on
greetings cards and prints, sold in support of the
animals’ conservation.

virtual education

Responding quickly and proactively to the
needs of schools for additional support during
lockdown, the husbandry team delivered ‘virtual’
education sessions which reached hundreds of
students from near and far. To bring the topics
to life (which included penguins, jellyfish, corals
and diving) the Crew streamed from within and
around the exhibits, with huge learning and
social engagement outcomes.

EDUCATION
educational visits

‘Caring for our Oceans’ (Key Stage 1) proved the
most popular workshop for schools in 2021. Despite
restrictions still in place, The Deep successfully
welcomed 56 classes of school children from
September to December.

silver sharks

Silver Sharks sessions returned to The Deep as
confidence improved within community groups later
in the year and 63 over-55s enjoyed a presentation
on The Deep’s work, a tour and the opportunity for
informal discussion with Crew.

work placement
programme

The Deep’s work placement programme was
relaunched in autumn 2021 for students in
secondary education to experience each front of
house department, learn about the organisation
and gain an insight into the Leisure & Tourism sector.
In addition, The Deep designed an accessible
placement for St Anne’s School & Sixth Form College,
and have welcomed a student as part of the Crew
once a week.

science with bite

After school Science Club sessions also returned in
autumn 2021, with 118 students from high schools
including Kelvin Hall, Sirius and Withernsea High
being welcomed to take part in hands-on science
activities delivered by The Deep’s teaching Crew.

the deep academy

New recruits from HCUK!

In partnership with HCUK (Hull College), a sectorbased Work Academy Programme was established
as a drive to recruit people into The Deep’s Food
& Beverage department who have goals and
passions that lie within the hospitality industry. A
week’s bespoke course was delivered by HCUK to
job seekers covering essential catering skills and
knowledge, including The Deep. The Academy
resulted in the successful recruitment of two Crew
members and a second Academy is planned for
March 2022.

conservation education

Teachers preparing at The Deep’s Sea Lab!

BIAZA’s Educator’s Conference (Northern Region)
was hosted by The Deep in November 2021, and
included delegates from The Welsh Mountain
Zoo, Chester Zoo, Flamingo Land, Knowsley Safari
Park and Yorkshire Wildlife Park. The theme
of discussions was COP26 and how the sector
could support and promote its key conservation
messages through engagement with families and
schools.

‘Science with Bite’

SCIENCE & CONSERVATION
sustainable aquariums
project (snap)

To date, SNAP has reared over 750 fish from three
damselfish species for display at public aquariums,
with many more on the way. Considerable progress
has also been made towards the rearing of Wreckfish,
Dwarf angelfish and Dartfish species, with further work
planned with other species of coral reef fish.

butterfly city

The Deep is a proud supporter of Hull’s Butterfly City
Campaign and, during 2021, planted Alder Buckthorn
to fill in hedge gaps on its site to attract the Brimstone
butterfly, which has been adopted by the city as a
focus to support insect species. A healthy Buckthorn
is all the Brimstone’s caterpillar needs to grow happily
and the hedge is also loved by bees! The Deep has
also begun production on an educational animation
to promote wild spaces.

crabby’s reef

The Deep’s scientific advisor Dr Christina Roggatz
presented the game ‘Crabby’s Reef’ at the COP26
“Youth and Public Empowerment” day. Players can
experience life in a future ocean, raising awareness
about ocean acidification based on research at the
University of Hull. This research is also shown in the
“Changing Seas” exhibit within The Deep, highlighting
the hidden effects of climate change in our oceans.

joint nature
conservation committee

Educational resources on Coral Reefs were supplied to
the JNCC to support outreach work for implementing
their Coral Reef Action Plans.

yorkshire wildlife trust
oyster project
The Humber Aquaculture Partnership is a two year
project and collaboration between the University of
Hull and the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, with the aim of
creating a multi species aquaculture and training
site. The Deep has interperated this work with native
Oysters in the Cool Seas gallery.

SNAP in the Lagoon of Light!

sea turtle guidelines

The husbandry department contributed to EAZA’s Sea
Turtle best practice guidelines, in partnership with
other zoos, aquariums, veterinarians and organisations
involved in Sea turtle husbandry. These guidelines lay
out the high standards required for optimal levels of
Sea turtle care and welfare.

engaging communities

Katie Parsons from the Department of Geography,
University of Hull, featured The Deep in a blog written
to highlight her research into engaging children and
young people with the natural environment and the
challenges of climate change.

From Left (Dr. Cath Waller, Dr. Agota Mockute and Dr. Christina C. Roggatz)

big green week

The Climate Coalition’s ‘The Great Big Green Week’
campaign was marked by The Deep with family
friendly science demonstrations during September.
The Deep also hosted a sell-out evening event of talks
on climate change, with presentations by researchers
from the University of Hull including Dr Cath Waller,
and ‘Official COP26 Public Engagement Ambassadors’
Dr Agota Mockute and Dr Christina C. Roggatz.

Buckthorns - COMING SOON!

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
sea-changers

The Deep was awarded funding by marine conservation
charity, Sea-Changers, for litter picking resources to support
its ‘Deep Clean’ initiative. With grateful thanks to this funding,
family and group sets of litter picking equipment (along with
safety information and advice) can be borrowed free of charge
for anyone to use wherever they wish.

kids in museums takeover day

The Kids in Museums Takeover Day in November saw students
from Kelvin Hall School (Hull) becoming a key part of the
guiding Crew. The young people immersed themselves in The
Deep’s exhibits, adding to their classroom studies about ocean
acidification. They then designed creative and interactive
activities to engage and inform visitors about the topic within
the attraction.

Deep Cleans with help from Sea-Changers.

kids in museums digital
takeover day

Year 10 students from Sirius Academy West (Hull) took part in
the Kids in Museums Digital Takeover Day in June. Across the
country, attractions handed over their social media accounts
to young people. The Sirius Crew created content for TikTok on
Deep species and issues such as ocean plastics.

hull minster: scientists in
congregations

Kelvin Hall Students takeover The Deep!

Hull Minster’s ‘Scientists in Congregations’ week in August
featured a day of ‘Turtley-Awesome’ outreach activities by
The Deep. In the magnificent setting of Hull Minster, over
600 people took part in family activities run by Crew from the
guiding, aquarist and education teams.
Sirius Academy West enjoying the view.

CONSERVATION AT HOME REACH & IMPACT
support & awareness

The Deep was proud to support a number of local
and national causes by lighting up the building to
raise awareness and pay respect to:
In honour of Remembrance Day
In support of baby Azaylia Cain
National Day of Reflection (Marie Curie)
Guide Dogs 90th anniversary
In remembrance of those lost to the COVID-19
pandemic
International Myotonic Dystrophy Day
NHS’s 73rd anniversary
In remembrance of Captain Sir Tom Moore
Organ Donation Week

bbc perfect planet
An episode of BBC’s ‘The Perfect Planet’ with Sir
David Attenborough featured the turtle rehabilitation
project of which The Deep was part. The Deep
Aquarist Shoshana could be seen working with New
England Aquarium rescuing cold-stunned sea turtles
on Cape Cod, USA.

world penguin day
World Penguin Day in April saw Aquarist Lloyd
hosting a Facebook Live amongst the colony of
Gentoo penguins! Viewers were able to watch Lloyd
feeding the penguins and asked ‘keeper questions’.
The penguin live video has now been viewed over
19,000 times.

media desk
The Deep was delighted to receive state of
the art media equipment sponsored by Arco
and provided by Visavvi. The media desk
allows multiple AV sources to be streamed
simultaneously via an online platform such as
YouTube or Facebook. The media desk also has
the capability to integrate with Microsoft Teams,
Google Meet, Zoom etc. This will enhance The
Deep’s ability to present more advanced online
content and reach a wider audience including
those with limited or no access to the aquarium.

Welcome to Facebook Live!

tom scott

YouTuber Tom Scott’s video about The Deep: ‘It’s
Like a Spaceship for Sharks’ has received 1,052,746
views! With the help of The Deep’s Curator, Tom
turned the spotlight on the engineering of the
aquarium’s Life Support Systems, which appealed
to his technology-loving subscribers. His visit
introduced The Deep to a new audience and
highlighted the complexities of aquarium systems.

facebook live

The Deep hosted a Facebook Live, featuring
behind-the-scenes interviews with divers
preparing for, and delivering, a feeding dive in
Endless Ocean. Candid footage of the aquarists’
work alongside animals feeding saw over 330
viewers tuning in live and the video has now had
over 10,000 views.

“It’s like a spaceship for sharks!” - Tom Scott

thank you hull
A special £5 ticket offer enjoyed by 436 people in
December was a big thank you to local visitors
for their continued support throughout the
pandemic.
The new media desk at work.

SUPPORT & FUNDRAISING

Aquarist Emma with Amazon Wish List donations.

amazon smile

penguin signs

The Deep is very grateful to supporters who have
selected it as their chosen Amazon Smile Charity;
for each of the shoppers’ eligible purchases Amazon
donates a percentage of the price of the goods,
resulting in a donation of £794.79 to The Deep in 2021.

Nearly 200 special occasions were celebrated
including birthdays, anniversaries and proposals
through personalised signs in the penguin exhibit
for all to see.

amazon wish list
During ‘lockdown’ from January to May 2021, The
Deep was delighted to be gifted items from an
Amazon Wish List by supporters to the value of
£376.78. Items included substrate, bulbs, cable ties
and a sling for weighing and carrying out animal
health checks.

deep adopters’ club
Celebration signs within the penguin exhibit.

1,538 adoption packs were sold in 2021 through
the DeepArtment Store and online shop. The most
popular being the shark although penguins and
turtles were not far behind! Deep Adopters enjoy
regular updates about their animals and become
ambassadors for The Deep.

charitable requests
Since reopening in May 2021 The Deep has
supported over fifty charities and schools
through the donation of family tickets for
fundraising events.

get set to get wet
A fundraising event over the May bank holiday
weekend was held to raise money for The Deep
‘Get Set to Get Wet’. The Deep challenged
supporters to make a splash such as puddle
jumping, paddling pools or if they were brave
enough the sea. Dressing up was encouraged
with fundraisers sharing videos and photos
of their participation on social media using
#GetSetToGetWet

friends of the deep
Over 280 supporters joined our shoal in 2021 and
became a Friend of the Deep. These supporters have
their personalised fish plaques displayed on the wall
in reception, creating a stunning display from all their
messages.

#GetSetToGetWet

“Friends of The Deep.”

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
finnish museums
association

The Finnish Museums Association Conference
turned to The Deep to contribute to its virtual
programme which focused on how to create
museum shops which were both sustainable
and profitable. This was a great opportunity to
demonstrate, internationally, how The Deep’s
case study leads the way with a commercial,
retail offering which sits happily alongside a
strong environmental organisation ethos.

sustainability in action

The Association of Cultural Enterprises
commissioned The Deep to write an on-line
course for its members. The course aims to
help the cultural heritage sector to become
more sustainable in its activities, and to harness
and promote environmentally friendly ways of
working.

eco & sustainable
products

The range of environmentally friendly and
sustainable product ranges in the DeepArtment
Store was extended to include Liga’s range of
ethically sourced and sustainable products,
cleaning products and vases made from ocean
waste.

plastics reduction

The Deep’s Food & Beverage Department
became part of a trial for compostable
catering film (more commonly known as plastic
wrap), one of two sites being used nationwide
in partnership with Caterwrap. By giving
assistance with the development of a product, it
is hoped that the whole sector may benefit from
the reduction of another single use plastic item
from regular use within the sector.

seagrown

SeaGrown, a company farming seaweeds off
the East coast (who were recently featured on
the latest series of ‘Hairy Bikers’) is developing
an exciting new marine industry for the UK.
With support from the Coastal Communities
Fund, they are in the process of establishing
a seaweed farm in the North Sea. The farm
will ethically produce a sustainable crop
which customers and industry can use in lots
of innovative ways – from food seasonings
to biodegradable plastics, pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics, textiles and biochemical. The Deep
stocks SeaGrown food seasonings and bath
salts in the DeepArtment Store and hopes to
work with the organisation to interpret seaweed
farming and its environmental benefits within
the exhibition.

ACCESS FOR ALL
adopting the sunflower
The Deep became a Member Organisation of the Sunflower Scheme,
to further cement its recognition of the Sunflower and support those
who wear it through good practice and understanding of the needs
of people with hidden disabilities.

championing accessibility for
excellence
BIAZA’s series of Lunchtime Talks for its members included
“Championing Accessibility for Excellence in our Sector”,
demonstrating how The Deep strategically manages accessibility.
The Deep’s case study highlighted good practice, positive visitor
experiences and increased employee confidence and engagement.

BIAZA presents: Louise Kirby!

government policy paper
The Deep’s Changing Places toilet continues to provide an essential
facility to visitors with access needs. Its design and exemplary
customer feedback was featured as a positive Case Study within
a Government Policy Paper ‘Changing Places Toilets Programme:
Prospectus’ in September. This Paper sought to encourage central
government, local government and the third sector to working more
closely together than ever before, to put the right facilities in the
right places for those who need them the most, extending freedom,
accessibility and dignity to all.

tranquil tuesdays
The Deep increased the frequency of Tranquil Tuesdays to every
Tuesday during term time from 3pm until closing. Lights are
brighter and the audio is turned down, creating a more tranquil and
accessible environment for visitors.

Tranquil Tuesdays at The Deep.

THE DEEP AT NIGHT
private dining

Working in partnership with local, award-winning restaurant Rupert
& Darwin, The Deep delivered 125 private dining experiences to 254
diners, many of who were celebrating special events such as birthdays,
anniversaries and even proposals!

weddings
The Deep was delighted to be able to celebrate six weddings (three of which
were planned and managed to adhere to COVID restrictions), welcoming a
total of 255 guests.

corporate partnerships
The Deep announced a new partnership with University of Hull’s Commercial
Services team which now provide banqueting and other menus for evening
clients.

sleepovers
Sleepovers at The Deep saw over 800 youngsters from primary schools,
clubs, charities, Girlguiding and Scouting Associations spend the night
around the exhibits.

exclusive family sleepovers
Exclusive Family Sleepovers were launched in 2021, allowing a single family
to enjoy The Deep on their own, with a private tour, evening activities and (of
course!) spending the night sleeping alongside the amazing marine life.

rudolph’s road trip
The Deep participated in Rudolph’s Road Trip in partnership with VHEY
and venues across Hull to promote the city as a destination on the run up to
Christmas. Rudolph met sharks and viewed the versatile event spaces within
The Deep.

THE DEEP BUSINESS CENTRE
meetings
All meeting rooms were upgraded to
facilitate COVID-secure hybrid meetings.
The Deep Business Centre hosted 1532
delegates for 975 hours of meetings, serving
2640 cups of tea and coffee.

sharing the knowledge

charitable support

As Flexible Space Association Members, the Business Centre
team has been leading and sharing the valuable knowledge
and expertise with others. As Chair of FlexSA, the Head of
Business & Corporate chaired the first in-person conference
since 2019 and led the panel discussing how flexible space
is moving away from a conventional offering and location;
The Deep Business Centre being one such example as part of
The Deep site. The Admin & Meetings Coordinator was also a
panelist for a FlexSA webinar: Mental Health & Wellbeing at
Work.

Despite many clients working from home or
hybrid working for much of the year they have still
supported several charities including Poppy Appeal
and Macmillan. The main charity for 2021 was Dove
House Hospice with its seasonable activities such as
Christmas hampers and badges, Easter egg raffle as
well as collecting unwanted gifts that can be given to
patients to make them more comfortable or used for
raffle prizes. One client held ‘hot dog and slush drink
days’ donating all sales to Dove House. Handmade
card sales have also helped clients with their last
minute needs whilst providing additional charitable
funds.

clients’ special night at the
deep
One of the benefits of being a Business Centre client is the
annual event at The Deep where clients can view The Deep at
night whilst enjoying our signature fish & chip cones.
After missing two years Laura summed up the importance
of this special night when thanking the team. “It’s not been
an easy year, especially with The Deep having to close etc., so
to provide this event again for all the clients and families was
lovely, very generous and very much enjoyed! The food and
drinks were lush too!”

industry recognition
In what has been a challenging year the Admin & Meetings
Coordinator was a North & North-West Regional Finalist
in the 2021 Flexible Space Association Regional Customer
Service Awards. An accolade well deserved for a team
member who began his new career just before the pandemic
and a testament to our ethos of putting the customer first.

Pebbles making friends at the clients’ special night.

client growth and
support

mental health and
wellbeing

2021 was a challenging year for many of our clients
especially those in logistics. The Business Centre team
worked hard to support individual client needs. There
were no business failures, four clients expanded into
bigger office suites, three new clients took occupation
and 12 new virtual tenants were secured. Significant
business growth saw two clients depart to their own
front door premises – another measure of the Business
Centre’s success in stimulating the local economy.

Mental health and wellbeing is at the heart of the
Business Centre ethos – especially important in
2021. Admin & Events Coordinator Sami, is now
a Mental Health First Aider and has taken part
in various seminars hosted by a Business Centre
client. ‘New recruit’ Ashby became a regular
visitor during the last lockdown lifting people’s
spirits when welcoming them and brought
wellbeing benefits for those who wanted to take
her for a walk. The team have also signposted
individual clients and their family members as
well as providing “arm around the shoulder”
support when it has been clear an individual is
struggling.

Blink Video moving into their new home.

29% have been in occupation between 5-10 years.
“After an introduction to Freya and the team from an
existing tenant (that should tell you something in itself)
it was obvious this was the perfect place for us to grow.
The team understood our challenges, the need for
flexibility as the business grew (we moved into a larger
office 3 times I think) and worked with us to help make
this work. Rather than waiting for us to be busting at
the seams they proactively helped us plan for the future
meaning we were never sitting on top of each other, as a
business owner this proactiveness was a god send.”
Mike Ellis, 43 Clicks North

42% have been in occupation over 10 years.
29% have been in occupation over 15 years.

The Business Centre’s new recruit, Ashby!

The future is flexible workspace!

DEEP COMMITMENTS

Deep Crew members also provide their expertise and support to local, national and international initiatives.

home

international

Butterfly City

EAZA (European Association of Zoos and Aquaria) Monitoring Programme Coordinator for
Epaulette shark

Humber Waste Alliance Partner
Advisory Board for the Novel High Performance Wave Energy project (Lancaster
University and University of Hull)

EAZA Monitoring Programme Coordinator for Honeycomb whiptail ray
EAZA Safe Elasmobranch Blood Registry Database

Hull and East Riding Cultural Compact

EAZA Sawfish Studbook Keeper

Chair of Constellation Trust

WAZA Aquarium Committee

Freedom Festival Arts Trust

WAZA Membership and Professional Ethics Committee

Hull & East Riding Business Centre Group

memberships

Hull & East Yorkshire Conferences Working Group
Hull BID
Hull & Humber Chamber of Commerce
Visit Hull & East Yorkshire
Yorkshire Attractions Group

national
BIAZA (British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquariums) Animal Behaviour and
Training Committee
BIAZA Aquarium Working Group
BIAZA Conservation Education Committee (Northern Region)
BIAZA Council
BIAZA Jellyfish Working Group
BIAZA Membership and Licensing Committee
BIAZA Terrestrial Invertebrate Working Group, Hazardous Invert Working Group
Coordinator
Tansy Beetle Action Group
FlexSA Board Chair

British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquariums
World Association of Zoos and Aquariums
Association of Cultural Enterprise
FlexSA (Flexible Workspace Association)
Humber Food Partnership
Humber Nature Partnership
Humberside Occupational Health and Safety Group
Welcome to Yorkshire
Visit York

Tower Street, Hull, HU1 4DP • www.thedeep.co.uk • info@thedeep.co.uk

